
For more information, ask for Anja Lehmann (Vet) or Lesley Young (Nurse) who are 
our practice Cat Advocates as they both have cats themselves and lots of experience.

MORE INFORMATION…

IN AN EMERGENCY
In an emergency, the carrier needs
 to smell familiar and reassuring to your Cat. Using a synthetic feline pheromone spray 
25 minutes before use should help. Preparations available are either ‘Feliway or Pet 
Remedy’.  These are also useful at any time.

1. Ideally your Cat should regard the carrier as ’part of the furniture’ in their 

territory, so that it doesn’t become a signal for a stressful journey. Preferably 

then, the carrier can be incorporated as one of their bedding/resting areas 

for the Cats home on a permanent basis, but if this is not possible, even to 

get your Cat used to it for a few days before your clinic visit will help.

2. Feeding your Cat in its carrier at home can also help to create a positive 

association between Cat and carrier.association between Cat and carrier.

                                       3. Cat baskets should be sturdy, escape proof and allow easy access for     

                                       both the cat and the owner/clinic staff. Top-opening baskets and carriers    

                                       with various openings are excellent and are easy to clean and disinfect.

                                       4. Cats need to be able to hide – covering the cat carrier when travelling     

                                       (with a towel or blanket that your Cat has used) may help to reduce stress.

5.5. If there is more than one cat, bring them in separate carriers to avoid defensive aggression under stress. If cats 

get on very well at home keep the carriers together.

6. Secure the cat carrier in the footwell of the car behind the front seat or strap in using a 

seat belt to make sure it is secure and will not move. It is also important to ensure that 

the carrier is level and not secured at an angle.

7. Take spare bedding in case of toileting accidents.

INTRODUCTION
It is no secret that cats can be prone to anxiety when visiting the vets and at our Sandy Lane practice we have 
seen a lot of cats through the door over the years. We know, the best thing you can do, is take some time to 
prepare your cat and get him/her used to the carrier before the appointment. 

Here are our top tips on preparing your cat…
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PREPARING YOUR CAT FOR THE VETS


